
Ek Kadam site visit report (Saurabh Tewari, Asha-SV, 10/29/09) 
 
Ek Kadam (aka Apna Ghar) project is best understood in context of Apna School (aka Jagriti 
Bal Vikas Samiti) project. Apna School project seeks to provide basic education to children 
from migrant laborers (brick kiln workers) and, in a few cases, from other disadvantaged 
communities. It has been running for more than a decade and JBVS saw that, while they do 
not spare any effort, kids of migrant laborers do not make enough progress in most cases 
since they can attend school only for the ~8 months that the brick kilns run, and on top of 
that, parents were most often not returning to the same brick kiln and in many cases not 
even to the area so there was no continuity. Ek Kadam was started in response to this in 
2006 where JBVS decided to run a hostel for ~10 kids. From what I saw on my visit to Ek 
Kadam (and from what I heard from others in Kanpur) Ek Kadam is a success and, to the 
extent we can, we ought to support expansion of Ek Kadam.  
 
I got to Nankari where Apna Ghar is located after visiting various JBVS schools. It was a 
decent well-maintained house (Nankari is a locality adjoining IIT Kanpur campus largely 
inhabited by current /ex IITK staff members; it is not upscale but still safe/decent lower-
middle-class community - I grew up on IITK campus so I know). It was a 4-room, kitchen, 
verandah, terrace house. Everything was neat and clean inside. One bulletin board listed all 
the rules/responsibilities, another the contact numbers, another kids’ work that has been 
published in various children’s magazines.  
 
Kids had the day off and were waiting for me when I got there. Kids were v. well-behaved 
and yet confident and not shy. You could see that they liked being there and were happy. 
They had the sense of ownership of the place as they are the ones who managing it. I saw 
their ‘bank’ - a small iron box which is kept open at all times. One of them is bank manager 
(responsibilities rotate) and maintains who was given how much money, for what reason 
etc (Mahesh-bhai proudly said there never has been any “gadbadi” in last 3 years since they 
have run the project). Another kid is responsible for library (from which they lend books to 
other kids in the neighborhood as well), yet another for the tools at the house, another for 
cleaning and so on. Everyone writes his daily journal in a shared notebook. They hold a 
weekly meeting to discuss things of topical interest or open issues – I was told they were 
the ones who had prepared the latest annual budget we received; as I was looking through 
past meeting minutes, I also saw one of the meetings discussed Asha-SV not sending funds 
timely. They also have rules on expected behavior at Apna Ghar and a ‘court’ to deal with 
violation. As I would see later when I went to see the terrace, the previous day 2 kids had a 
fight and so they had to wash shoes of all the kids. I don’t think I have seen such confidence, 
sense of pride and ownership, and enthusiasm in such young kids – you usually see a few  
in a group of 20-25 but not all.  
 
We all sat down for a while. They told me their names, which brick kiln their parents’ work 
at and from where they originally are from. Aside from their school and school-work, doing 
housework per assigned duties and daily sports activity, they write poetry and maintain a 
monthly newsletter, do theater work (they do nukkad-nataks on topics such as corruption 
in govt offices among other things and showed me pictures of past couple they have done in 
Kanpur area). They also learn different vocational crafts (latest which they showed me was 
tile painting and making yarn bracelets – I think it is called ‘friendship-band’?). In talking to 
them I also learned that in 2 months of summer they go back to work with their parents in 
the brick kilns. I think this is a very good idea as this keeps them grounded to the situation 



their families are in and, from what Mahesh-bhai told me later, they also manage to affect 
change in their families. Since their parents are illiterate, kiln owners often take advantage 
of them (e.g. supervisor may undercount the bricks they have made and they don’t even 
know); when back with their family, in couple of cases, these kids noticed this and told 
their parents and/or raised voice against it. In one case, one of the kids has managed to get 
his father stop alcohol consumption. Aside from living with their parents in summer 
months, the kids also visit their families on weekly or bi-weekly basis and perform skits for 
other kids still living in the brick kilns. Mahesh-bhai told me that overall affect of all this 
has been that, where 3 years ago parents were reluctant to send their kids, now other 
parents see the change and realize the value of education and request for their kids be 
taken in to Apna Ghar.  
   
Since I was short on time, we went upstairs to the roof to take some pictures in open. They 
were growing dozen or so potted plants on the roof and Mahesh-bhai told me it was kids’ 
responsibility to make sure that none of the plants die and that they have been advised that 
they should consider skipping a meal if they let a plant die. After photo session, I took leave 
from the kids. Mahesh-bhai and I walked back to Nankari gate and we discussed his plans 
to scale up (Mala foundation has given them a grant for hostel construction for hostel up to 
100 kids) and Mahesh-bhai’s belief that per-child expense would reduce as they scale up.  
 
Overall, I was very impressed by what I saw, especially considering from where these kids 
have come and how far they have gotten. Apna Ghar may not produce engineers or doctors 
but it will certainly produce great citizens who will towards social change in India. I should 
also say that I was very impressed by Mahesh-bhai – I had spent the entire day with him by 
now. He was passionate about social justice, making a difference in lives of these migrant 
laborers and their kids, and most certainly about Apna Ghar. And yet he is a realist - aware 
of problems that exist all around but not frustrated by them, prepared to keep trying to 
make a difference day at time. Judging from his passion for Apna Ghar, it seemed like Apna 
Ghar is product of his vision and he has been nurturing and fine-tuning it (the kids at Apna 
Ghar these days change their names every month and none use their actual last names – to 
instill the idea that caste/religion are irrelevant) and, in my opinion, Apna Ghar by itself is a 
great contribution to the cause of underprivileged children’s education and social change. 
 

  
Who-to-call lists board 



 
Responsibilities and current assignments board (check out list on right!) 
 

 
Kids’ work bulletin board 



 
Me talking to kids 
 

 
Vijaya-didi, I and kids 



 
Vijaya-didi, Mahesh-bhai, cook/warden, I and the kids on Apna Ghar roof 
 

 
Vijaya-didi, cook/warden, I and the kids on Apna Ghar roof 


